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Huawei plans 
flagship phone 
launch, without 
Google apps
August 29, 2019

Huawei plans to launch a new 
flagship phone. Just one problem: it can't use Google's apps and services.

1. Huawei is pressing ahead with plans                                                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

2. The Mate 30                                                                                                                                          

3. It’s                                                                                                                                                         

4. Just one problem                                                                                                                                    

5. Huawei                                                                                                                                                   

6. The Chinese phonemaker                                                                                                                      

7. That means new devices                                                                                                                       

8. U.S. companies can apply                                                                                                                      
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　

9. The Commerce Department has received                                                                                             

10. But none have yet been granted, and                                                                                                    

11-1. Now lawyers say Huawei                                                                                                                                     
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 

11-2. without                                                                                                                                             

12. But the same may not be true                                                                                                              

13. For Huawei,                                                                                                                                           

14. Since the U.S. ban,                                                                                                                               
+
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15. In Europe it fell                                                                                                                                      

16. That’s down                                                                                                                                           

[Vocabulary]
◻press ahead: to continue doing something in a determined way, despite difficulties, opposition, 
or interruptions 
・They pressed ahead regardless of objections.

◻launch: to start selling a new product or service to the public  
・The company is planning to launch a new product next month. 

◻flagship: the biggest, most important, or best thing in a group 
・‘the company's flagship store in Paris’

◻update: a piece of software that contains recent improvements to a computer program; a more 
recent, and usually improved, form of something, especially something that is regularly changed   
・ The latest version is a much improved update of the original program.

◻current: happening or existing now 
・Could you briefly tell me the company's history and its current activities?

◻handset: a mobile phone
・Many stolen handsets are believed to end up in Eastern Europe.

◻set to: to be ready or prepared to do something 
・They were all set to go out when the phone rang.

◻debut: to appear for the first time in public  
・The new ballet that debuts next months at Covent Garden, is already sold out.

◻app: an application designed for a mobile device (such as a smartphone) ; An application, 
especially as downloaded by a user to a mobile device.
・"I've just installed the app on my phone.”

◻blacklist: to say that particular products should not be bought, especially as part of a political 
protest 
・He has been blacklisted since being convicted of possessing marijuana in 1969. 

◻device: a machine or piece of equipment that does a particular thing; an instrumentality invented 
for a particular purpose 
・"The device is small enough to wear on your wrist.”

◻apply for: to ask for something
・When's the deadline to apply for financial aid?

◻exemption: permission to ignore something such as a rule, obligation, or payment
・He was granted exemption from military service.　
◻ban: an official statement ordering people not to do, sell, or use something 
・"the beef export ban"

・There is a total ban on smoking anywhere in the college.

・The administration announced it would lift the ban on letting in foreigners with AIDS. 

◻Commerce Department:  the United States federal department that promotes and administers 
domestic and foreign trade 
◻application: a formal request for permission to do or have something
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・Thank you for your recent application for employment with our company.

◻grant: to allow someone to have or do what they want 
・If permission is granted, they’ll start building soon.

・The Board has refused to grant your request.

◻open source: the practice of writing computer programs that are based on a code that is available 
for anyone to use 
・"an open-source operating system"

◻Android: an operating system for mobile phones and tablets.  An Android is a mobile phone or 
tablet that uses this software.
◻operating system: (computer science) software that controls the execution of computer programs 
and may provide various services 
◻fall foul of: to become disliked or to come in conflict with someone or something due to one's 
actions, often resulting in further trouble or conflict; to get into a situation where one is opposed to 
someone or something; to get into trouble with someone or something.
・They fell foul of the law by not paying their taxes. 

・Try not to fall foul of Mr. Jones. He can be very unpleasant.

◻true of: If you say that a fact is true of a particular person or situation, you mean that it is valid or 
relevant for them. 
・The romance may have gone out of the marriage, but this is true of many couples.

・Expenditure on health has gone down, and the same is true for education.

◻ride on: to be contingent upon something or someone for an outcome; depend on something or 
someone
・Whether or not I go to college rides on my getting a scholarship. 

◻market share: the percentage of the total amount of sales of a particular product that a company 
has 
・"Companies working to increase their market shares”

◻tumble: if a price or value tumbles, it suddenly becomes much lower 
・Unemployment tumbled to 5.6% in November.

◻second quarter: A quarter refers to one-fourth of a year and is typically expressed as "Q1” for 
the first quarter, “Q2” for the second quarter, and so forth; relating to the second period of three 
months in a company's financial year: 
・We are hoping for an improvement in our sales when we receive our second-quarter results.

[参照辞書: Merriam-Webster, Oxford English Dictionary, America Heritage of the English 

language, Collins English Dictionary, Macmillan Dictionary, Wikipedia]
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